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What everyone is worried about 



Why there will be a plastics treaty. Trade in plastics is a big and growing 
business; no countries are untouched; 75% of plastics becomes waste.  
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No end in sight for fossil fuel finance – and plastics 
are the fossil fuel derivative. (TDR2023)



Finance Flows Snapshot
All active flows



Why there will be a plastics treaty. Trade in plastics is a big and growing 
business; no countries are untouched; 75% of plastics becomes waste.  
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Significant imports; missing opportunities in 
exports of Substitutes?

ECONOMY Total plastics   Plastics in p    Intermediat      Intermediat      Final manu     Plastic wa Total merchandi  Total plasti Plastics in    Intermediat      Intermediat      Final manu     Plastic was   
Fiji 164’238        47’036        25’889        22’933        68’370        9                2’115’650        7.8% 2.2% 1.2% 1.1% 3.2% 0.0%
Samoa 15’099          228              836              1’628          12’407        .. 368’240            4.1% 0.1% 0.2% 0.4% 3.4%

PRODUCT Total plastics   Plastics in    Intermedia      Intermedia      Final manu     Plastic wa Total merchand  Total plasti Plastics in    Intermediat      Intermediat      Final manu     Plastic was   
Fiji 7’777             126              435              3’478          3’630          108            815’336            1.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.4% 0.4% 0.0%
Samoa 235                0                  3                  3                  229              .. 28’837              0.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.8%

Imports Value in US dollars at current prices in thousands Share of total merchandise imports

Exports Value in US dollars at current prices in thousands Share of total merchandise exports



But – creative destruction and transition are new 
games.  Where will the finance come from…..
• Green Climate Fund (?), lets as the DBF
• National public or development banks
• Regional development banks – the most likely contender.
• ADB, AIIB, NDB… World Bank
• China policy banks.
• Actually, bilateral funds are much bigger than MDBs…
• And, currently, Pacific Islands does not have a regional bank.
• SWFs – can they invest in the country or region?



Promoting sustainable transformation Ensuring a just transition to support the process of transformation

Policies, rules and regulations to require and enforce shift toward more 
sustainable production (including taxes, charges and extended producer 
responsibility);

Capacity building and support for research, technical assistance and A4T 
support for developing countries to invested/active in GVCs involving 
plastics

Trade policies to support national efforts to reduce unsustainable 
production and consumption and encourage alternatives & substitutes;

Technology transfer and capacity build for developing countries to adapt 
production for greater sustainability; trade in waste management 
services and technologies; production of substitutes

Correct pricing to internalise real environmental impacts; Clear sun-set periods for removal of existing incentives for unsustainable 
production or single use plastics;

Incentives for producers to adapt existing process and products to a more 
circular economy;

Incomes policies to support temporarily displaced workers;

Removal of existing subsidies or incentives no longer appropriate; R&D, education and skills policies for re-training in use of new processes 
and products;

Support for development banks and financial institutions to finance 
transformative leaps toward sustainability by governments, firms and 
investors;

Social services for permanently displaced workers and transitionary 
support for removal of subsidies;

Sustainability standards for products and production methods;
certification of environmental standards.

Information exchange, monitoring & assessment (e.g., on trade-related
plastic pollution measures)

Procurement policies at national and regional level. Cooperation with other international processes

Source: Derived from Barrowclough and Deere Birkbeck (2020 and 2022), Transforming the Global Plastics Economy: The Role of Economic Policies in the Global Governance of Plastic Pollution
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• We have made transformative leaps before – learning from historical leap from agriculture
• But, business can probably not do it alone.  Climate and development goals best served when 

seen as complements, guided by a developmental state; supported by finance and 
complementary industrial policies.

• Just Transition and transformation.
• A positive trade and environment agenda can support this:
• Special and differential treatment (SDT) and the UNFCCC principle of  ‘common but 

differentiated responsibilities’ (CBDR) provide the starting point.
• Green technology transfers; eg open sourcing of  plastics-related waste technologies and 

substitute technologies. Declare these public goods.
• Sufficient, long-term development finance is available at favourable terms - to finance 

technological, industrial, social and trade aspects of  shifting products and processes for 
transition and transformation.

• A new Trade and Environment Fund? Or better capitalised DFIs, with space to do the job.
• Positive incentives to encourage plastics Substitutes and other plastics-related “sunrise” areas 

where developing countries are already trying to diversify.
• Support to LDCs and SIDS especially, given the complexities of  international climate 

finance.

Plastic trade complexities and the development dimension



Thank you!

Diana.Barrowclough@unctad.org
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